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NEPTUNE Overview
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• NEPTUNE – Future NWP for U.S. Navy: Operational transition target 2025
• Non-hydrostatic, deep atmosphere formulation
• 3D spectral element technique (arbitrary polynomial order)
• Global prediction with local refinement: Sphere-centered Cartesian coordinate system
• IMEX time integration with Newton-Krylov solve for vertically implicit stiff terms 

• Desirable algorithm for exascale computing environment
• Good data locality and minimal communication exposes multiple levels of parallelism
• Single source Fortran code for GPU and CPU architectures

• Physical parameterizations implemented through the CCPP*
• Access to community developed physical parameterizations

• Data Assimilation through the JEDI** framework (see next talk)
• Hybrid 4Dvar with spectral element TLM/Adjoint model

*CCPP à Common Community Physics Package (NOAA/NCAR)        ** JEDI à Joint Effort for Data Assimilation Integration (JCSDA)
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Talk Overview
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NEPTUNE is a three-dimensional spectral element 
model for global and tactical scale NWP
• Explore sensitivity of global NWP to p and h refinement
• Demonstrate computational improvements in NEPTUNE
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Physics Implementation
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SE
Dynamics

Physics

Vertical Coordinate Interpolation

CCPP

Updated State

• Current physics in NEPTUNE is GFS-FV3 physics 
using the CCPP interface layer
• CCPP gives access to range of hydrostatic and non-

hydrostatic physics packages
• Input to CCPP is NEPTUNE state interpolated to 

physics grid – output is updated physics state
• Developing efficient, high-order, monotonic, ENO-

based interpolation to-and-from 3D physics grid*
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Experiment Setup
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• Perform 5-day NEPTUNE forecast using GFS physics
• Cold-start with GFS initial conditions every 24 hours
• Perform forecasts 24 February to 31 March 2018 (36 forecasts)

• Output to 1o lat/lon grid, verify against ECMWF analysis
• Vary polynomial degree and element count

• No specific tuning for NEPUTNE, GFS of physics is “out-of-the-box”  
• No random sub-grid scale cloud process in radiation scheme

How does the forecast skill in full-physics NEPTUNE simulations 
depend on the polynomial order and the number of elements?
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Experiment Design
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3 sets of experiments
1. Fix polynomial degree, 

increase element count

2. Fix element count, increase 
polynomial degree

3. Adjust element count and 
polynomial degree to maintain 
same number of grid points

5th-degree3rd-degree 4th-degree
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Increasing the polynomial degree
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Tropics
500 hPa Z Mean Error 
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• Tropical mid-tropospheric height bias decreases with increasing polynomial order
• Physics tuned for ~13 km resolution, convection not optimal at lower grid spacing
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Increasing the number of elements
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Tropics
500 hPa Z Mean Error 
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Northern Hemisphere
500 hPa Anomaly Correlation 
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• Lower element count performs poorly relative to high-element count
• NEPTUNE does well relative to GFS at target 13-km horizontal resolution
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Fix the grid spacing (degrees of freedom)
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Tropics
500 hPa Z Mean Error 
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Northern Hemisphere
500 hPa Anomaly Correlation 
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• For similar horizontal resolution, lower/higher-order does better in tropics/mid-lats
• Motivation for a numerical grid with refinement of both elements and polynomial order
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Global Precipitation – Single forecast
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!"#$%& ≈ "#. " )* 6-hr Accumulated Precipitation (mm)

Focus on a single forecast initialization for further evaluation -- 00 UTC 19 March 2018 
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Global Precipitation – Single forecast
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• Good agreement with reanalysis data

• Little difference between E88P5 and E132P4 
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Tropical Cyclone Marcus
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6-hr Accumulated Precipitation (mm)
NEPTUNE captured evolution of 
Marcus

Enhanced precipitation and eye 
formation, under-predicted wind 
speed 

Good track prediction relative to 
observed best track
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Performance and Portability requirements

• Performance has lagged badly: good scaling but poor node speed
– Insufficient fine-grain (vector) utilization
– Low locality increases mem. latency
– Excessive data movement lowers computational intensity

• Portability limited by parallel programming model 
(MPI/OpenMP/vector) and code structure

q Intel Xeon (Broadwell, Skylake, Knights Landing)
q ARM64 (Cavium ThunderX2)
q NEC VE
q GPU (Nvidia) (NPS has a NUMA port using OCCA†)

• Solution will require major refactoring
– Minimize one-time and recurring costs
– Maximize performance benefit over time and range of architectures

Crucial: performance analysis and testing starting with kernels NEPTUNE (blue) 6.6x slower than FV3 in 
NOAA benchmarks from 2015‡

†Abdi, D. S., Wilcox, L. C., Warburton, T. C., & Giraldo, F. X. (2017). A GPU-accelerated 
continuous and discontinuous Galerkin non-hydrostatic atmospheric model. The 
International Journal of High Performance Computing Applications, 
1094342017694427.

‡https://www.weather.gov/media/sti/nggps/AVEC%20Lev
el%201%20Benchmarking%20Report%2008%2020150602.
pdf
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What can we control?  Data layout and loops

element-inner arrays
dimension(ne,np,nv)

element-outer arrays
dimension(np,nv,ne)

unit 
str

ide

element-outer loops

do e ← 1,ne
do v ← 1,nv

do p ← 
1,np

element-inner loops

do v ← 1,nv
do p ← 1,np

do e ← 1,ne

unit 
stri
de

unit 
stri
de

unit 
stri
de

unit 
stri
de

Element Loop Nesting
M

em
or

y 
La
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ut

Loop Inner/Mem. Outer
(null)

Loop Outer/Mem. Outer
+ Cache-local elements, 

good locality
• Vector dimension is 

limited to short, often 
non unit-stride accesses

Loop Inner/Mem. Inner
+ Fine-grain dimension is 

unit-stride, dependency-
free, and arbitrary 
length

• Having fine-grain 
innermost requires array 
temporaries (cache, 
mem. pressure)

Loop Outer/Mem. Inner
+ Fine-grain dimension is 

unit-stride, dependency-
free, and arbitrary 
length

+ Coalesced accesses to 
memory by successive 
GPU threads

PX

EPX
GPU

EPX
CPU
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Diffusion Kernel: Performance results
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Run times for diffusion kernel 
on different architectures
• EPX (element inner most)
• PX (element outer most)
• Kokkos

Run time improvements up 
to 5-6x over original code
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Summary & Conclusions
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• Explored grid refinement in the SE method by increasing the polynomial order 
and element count (p and h refinement)
• Physical parameterization implemented into NEPTUNE through CCPP
• Element refinement à better in the tropics
• Polynomial refinement à better in the mid-latitudes

• Future work: better understand the differences:
• Define trade space between computational efficiency (p and h refinement) and forecast skill
• Implement and test regional/local p and h refinement
• Develop refinement configurations optimizing NEPTUNE forecasts for Navy relevant metrics

• Optimization of code through restructuring memory and loop structure
• Encouraging results for hardware agnostic, single-source code base
• Current effort underway to refactor code with modern object-oriented software practices


